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This Paper describes an educational experiment under-
/Of

taken in the Fall of 1978 at William Paterson College of

New Jersey. The auspices forthe project was our federail,

ly funded Freshman Seminar Program, a college-wide attempt

:to engage freshmen, cho'sen at random, in learning situations

designed to broaden the often narrow scope of experience

normally encountered by state college students in rather

heavily career-oriented degree programs.

The Freshman Seminar system offers a seleCtion of
c

courses congregated in "modes," which, being essentially

designations of course style, do not actually specify con-
,

tent area of subject 'matter. I chose to work within the

"Master Learner" mode which stipulates that an iastructoi

will undertake to learn along with a group of students a

a subject he himself does not know: being an educated person,

U.
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th'e instructqx ought to be a good model' for the students'

own learning. I was pleased with this structured oppor-

tunity to add to my own education while contributing to a

new campus venture. Without really considering the implica-.

tions for pedagogic success, I selected a study of classic-

al Greek as our topic. Admittedly one of my prime motiva-

tions was the wish to learn a little about a language I

had never-studied; but, then again, since the students,

would be watching me learn, such a personal enthusiasm would.

serve the needs of the course in an additionally appropriate

way.

'40

The notions of this inode'include not regarding the

subject matter itself as the absolute goal of the course;

it is assAmed that a difficult subject will not be mastered.

in a sincile semetter, but will be used as the format for a

6 somewhat Mbre.4eneral, learning experience. In using a for-
;

eign language.,,especially one so far removed from contem-

porary students' educational practical and philosophical

concerns -.4 envisioned that. the students would not only

Thlearn something about this language, but about language in

general, about their own native language in particular, and

about one far-distant culture, all in addition to the more

abstract notion of "learning about learning.' that is provided

for by the very format and assumption of the course procedure.4."

4.
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Because of the unusually intense central role of the

teacher/model in this class, a certain amount of autobio-

graphical account is pertinent not just to a repogt of the

project, but directly to the students as well so that they

can witness my motivations and the vantage p9ints from which

I am approaching our subject. As a musician who regularly

teaches musictheory.and analy?is, I roltinely deal with

inforMation encoded in a spetial, esoteric stem; music.

presents communicable utterances of a special kind. On both,

these counts, the analogy to language is clear:Furthermore,

however, I have always had.an interest in human language, .

even though my facility in speaking and reading foreign

languages isnot marked. I studied Latin and French.in high,
a

school, French and German in college; and I have always

"valued my familiarity with Latin. i\have come to know some
.

Italian (principally because of
\

des Usefulness ir music) and

Chinese (out of an interest in the culture). Smatterings of

Hebrew and Yiddish were part of my upbringing; and,my under-
.`

standing of .English was enriched during college by studies

of linguistics and. (in a.dburSe on Chaucer) Middle English.

The picture thus presented to the,class, then, 'is one
4'

.

of an educated and interested learner4approaching a subject

not profesSionally-related to his own field of endeavor,- but

one close to-his interepts, and-presumably avail-.
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able tokhim on the basis of his past history of Liarning. in

language. My own lack of talent in actual fluency -in other

languages, freely announced to the students, could-here -blar-
e

seen as a positive factor, ince the students would not feel

that they needed a special tY. to 4ollow along with me.

And my past attempti-at casual self-learning in a few lan-

guages would additionally, recommend me to them at a model

learner.

,It should be emphasized that although this-picture was

earnestly presented to the students (who were asked to re-

ciprocate by describing their own history with languages=

both in school and in the home as well as their own edu-.

cational and vocational goals), they yet responded with,..by

and large, a gsoCki deal of skepticism, ranging to incompre-

hension and even hostility. ( t should be pointed out, that,

as they were chosen at random for phis project, they had no

foreknowledge of the subject to be tackled-within the mode °
o

they selected.) One of my initial challenges', then,owat to
A,

utilize my` enthusiasm in ways that took into account their

own needs, inclinations and attitudes. Ilquickly learned,
. ,,

jpr example, that its did me no good --was detrimental to our

purposes, Efi fact --to'say.something,on the order ,of "wouldn't

it be terrific if, after asemester's,Work . we could translate

the ,first few lines of The Iliad?" --a.comment that only

I
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puzzled the students. Much more pertinent, according to my

later discoveries in the course, would have, been: 'olouldn't

it be interesting to be able to7express our own names in Greek

letters?"

At the same time, and espdtially as the true complexity

doi, even the primitive levels ofthe subject wa8 discovered

by the class; it was important continually to remind the

students that they were not expected actually to 'master the
V

materials of the Greek language: we would be using.:the study
,

of Greek as a focus for. other kinds of'learning.
/ .

But here I must immediately Poit out that I cam4 to

learn that too much attentionto these larger, vaguer aspects

of the course was, perhapsparadoxically, ultimately threaten-
,

ing to our entire purpose. Thus, ,were we, to Proceed largely

by discussions of "learning,"-or even "the nature of language"

or "Greek culture," we would not have gotten around to testing

the -true idea of the course: to' learn about these' things-

throboh the actual study of our particular subject, in all;

its detail%.14 basically spent our timestudying the Greek'

,language) and I developed rri conviction that. only by at--

tenticin to the real learning tter at hand would the objects

of the broader learning experience be met. Of course, due to

the one-semester duration of the course and the.Special

poses ofCe project, our course of study differed grektly

.

N.,



from the-standard study of a language; bUt this will be de-

scribed shortly.

In consultation with a faculty member in foreign lan-

guages at our college, I chose our texts A New Introduction

To Greek by Chase and Phil -lips (Harvard). This book Was our

sole tool, and the prime daily focus of the course. kWas

careful not.to tackle the book in advance, so that the students

would genuinely watch me in the initial stages of contact with

the material. In addition, howeverA I did speak with a recog-

nized classics scholar whose-name I vt from a mention in

MI New Yorker of the intensive summer course in Greek of-
.Alt

,fered by th-e City University of New York. This profegsor an-
.

swered questions that arose after a few weeks of the course

had gone by..(pointsathat,pseemedambiguous in7the..Itext,candiel\

which were agreed upon by the studs as being probleme'-,

tical). Aside from this single consultation and the, use of

the textbook, no other influences or help were present). In-

cidentally, I madelsure to describe to the students both how

I arrived at the choice of text and,how 'I found our consultant's

name. (.Since we were dealing with an ancient language, it did

not seem necessary to use additional aids for pronunciation in

the form of {native speakers or recordings.)

Learning the Greek alphabet was our first task, and this

itself broUght to the fore many of the larger issues of ple
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course. For example, in dealing with pronunciation 'of combina-,

tions of Greek letters,,, the students .needed to arrive at handy

English equivalents of the Greek units (particularly the p-,

thongs); this in turn resulted in'a forceful confrOntation

with the sounds ofEngaish and their orthograptic'represen-
.

tation. This confrontation was active in the constant work

.in transliteration we performed to focus our pronunciati9n.

.To take a-Greek word ancl'express it in English letters,
i

itv

was, necessary for the students to examine critically the

sounds they were making when pronouncing the Greek word so

that ttiey could, think of English letters that would iorm'a

- fairly unambiguous equivalent. To clarify this endeavor, we

avoided any standard dictionary practice of developing

special signs for agreed-upon sounds, b

binations of letters familiar from very co

of 'say' for example fort4 eta sound) as needed. Such a

word, then, as $'1.4.q4.1 would not unambigupusly be ,rendered .by

chose instead cm-
./

on wards (the 'ay'

'gnomae' since the quality of the-vowels is not certain;

rather, the .rendering ignoli-l.ma)' seemed suitable. Often I

would willfully mispronounce a student's suggested--translit-
.0

eration by seizing upon anyopossible/mbiguity in his use of

English letters.

At t,he same time, ve..found.reverse -transliteration (from

English rds ;into. Greek letters) to be an unusual and stil
lA

mu-
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a
lating.exerQise. Here, tod, students needed to analyze their

.

speech sounds carefully' in order'to aryive at correct results.
A ,

The English word 'toy,' foi.example, would (after thednitial

consonant) call for the 'aw' of omicron plus the 'ee' of iota.

Again, the analysis of. English dipthongs was a particularly

foCiseversion of this procedure. And Itfound in general that

cri.tiCalattention toEnglist' phonics was anew ekperience

for the students.

Clearly the amount of time we,spent studying the: Greek

alphab and especiatly all of the' related work in trans-

literation in both directions, is not a feature .of the 'stan-

I dard study of'Greek. But the extent to which.the hours spent

on these problemS helped the students think about'theit own

,language as'vell as the general,. question of sound-making.in

- languages was satisfying in an unanticipated way. (We, also

'cam to note, foe-example, that certain English sounds -'like.

- are'unavailable in Greek.And we discussed instances

of extra-Greek uses of Gr,eek letters, ss in modern technical

fields.) `,

Learning- 'vocabulary wa's likeAse useful beyond the

ordinary end'of translations forwe devoted, much attention to

the bro adly engaging matter of cognates.This.aspect,of lan-

guage seemed to the students, who perhaps Ilre not

so accustomed to witnessing the reflections of Latin or even,

a
4
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Romante i.anguages in English. The.tracing f cognates, like

transliteration, Vagrs --againan contrast to what imagine

is usual in the normal -study of Greek thus heavily empha-
.

jsized. Also, as with transliteration; the work proceeded in

both directions. On the final examination, for example, I

asked.the students confront the English words 'geology'

ald, 'geography' and_compareand contrast them according to

their probable Greek antecedents. Here they would discover
e .

hat in hotheases the root'aRlaccouiited. far "the 'earth' por-

tion ,

of,the meanings; whereas in the first Itase the '-ologyL,
,

.derives from XoleoS (2= reason), while the :L-ography'roftltheU.
second case derives from' 403 verbr'to write' )..Thus .

* .

the first words."reasoning about the earth;" and theyseconds
_

.

"writing doin'the earth" (maps).
.

.

In these.areas of'our work the students made many fas-

cinatingly naive errors, suggesting avenues of further ex-
,

ploration and clarification. In transliteration, for example,

someone might mistake the name of 'a Greek letter for its-.
9-

pronunciations the vord-acASS wou%d become 'pie-ohs.' four

it useful to challenge such a student by asking if the

English word 'dot' ought to be pronounced 4ded%-ot.' In,cog-\

hate work, the students would sometimes draw falso cognates

by- attending only to the phonics of the term, exelusivp of it

lexical essences hence 'WAG'S (= reason) would suggest 'log'
.
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rather than ''logic.' More strikingly, -such a word as T-p(17-trus

(= three-foOted) might suggest no,t'tripod', but:tripods:4 Here

the puzzling assumption was that the typical.nominative-

*meSculine-singular,'s' in Greek liad anything` to do with the

standard plural sse in English. But this error leads us

directly-to the. truly central problem of the course: grammar.

The study of,Grzeek grammar and syntax produced our most

energetic-struggles, our most reveali4g.errors, anq our

nearly intractable problems. Here aboVe all were the stu-s

dents confropteA'witA abstract aspects of language largely

foreigri to them, for so much grammar is so well hidden in

the syntax ofEnglish, an thus Only dimly perceived, if at

all, by, most of them. The first of these critical areas was
:

the liotion Of case inflection for nouns, pronouns and adjec-

tives. Indesed at first it was essential toremind the stu-.

dents of the very' meanings. of these parts of speech. They

next needed to discover the fundamental prob lem in older

languages: what in English is handled,by word-order and the

use of prOpogitions is typically in an older language managed

by case inflectio.

' Thus,, it was first necessary to review si ¢ e English

A sentences in.order to distinguish, say, betwee

ative 'house' of "The house is big" and the accusative "version"T

.
in."I bought that house." Nevertheless, word order continued

a

ko

L

J
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as , .

to hold such sway for-many that.in Greek sentence wliere

subject and predicate 'were-r,eversed', they would,ofen-tran--
. .,

late by matching up each Greek-word with a basic equivalht
, .

.

from thrvoc'abulry translation list; andthen proceed to
4

r.

form an English sentience in the same'order, totally ignoring

the persua,sion of the" case endings that are meant toscaggest
.

6'Word orders for English. If the gived.word order did not

this way produce seise, he'students might then permde'the'
-

words', often adding extra genitiveor datiVe inflections in

English along the way, until some 6eemingfy sensible English
.04

I

,statement resulted.
.

Actually',,I came to feel tha'tthe students'in gene.ral

did not believe. in the reality of case in'flection as a lin-

guistic determinant. They acknowledged that these bothersome

matters existed in print, and would often translate according-.

lit; but just as often,they would neglect t-inilect a GBeek

word past its'original vocabdlary-list form in working from
. . ,English to Greek,'or would stubbornly refuse to honor .the ,

4
endings in working from Greek to. 2nglih. An-additional prob-,

/j

lem here was the dis -ant'subject world to which:the content
. ,

of so 'many of the sentences, in the Chase-Phillipsbook re-
.

0
fer. For once a translation precipitated frdm a propdr

1 .
AI : .and',painstakizpg study of the houri tendin2s, the result would

..

. .

not always strike the student as.being,a sensible sentence.
,

4

I I .-
.

.
. .

.
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that anyone would care to utter; this would then be rejected

as improbable, and the student would either tamper seriously

with the original in order to 'contrive a more Satisfactory

result, or would simply give up, with the Consequent loss of

faith in the new, and perhaps accurately applied, knowledge

of case workings. Many of the'sentences derive from Greek

political or social philosophy, and were thus puzzling to

the students: "Secure is the city whose citizens are just."

Much worse: "Man's speech is the shadow of his reason," or

"Darkness is cause for reasOri," These problems perhaps tug-,

gest the inadvisability of studying a far - distant language

in the sterile context that largely ignores the Culture that

spawned the tongue.

Thegehitive and dative cases presented special prob-.

lems. For here the use of English auxiliaries (af, for, to)'

is not directly indicated by the Greek, and the students

needed to develop some abstract linguistic imagination in

order' to acqui;=d.a feel! for, say, the possessive quality of
v-

the Greekenitive-inflected noun (or, more confusingly, noun
.

phrase). Thit`-froblem was compounded by somegnodels of Greek

word order which, in conjunction with clues provided'bar the

Case endings, require special re-ordering in English: Con-

sider the Greek sentence' which, word by. word, yields: "The the

friends words best." First of all, the sentencA is (not atypic-.
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. ally) elliptical for''to be.' The subj t.nd predicate.en-
,

dings of 'words' and'ebeste would haVe to be matched tip,

yielding: "The words are_best" (Pie first 'the' agreeing with

'wo;ds''). Then the 'the friends' is seen to be inflected for

'possession; thus: "The of-the-friends words are best" or "The

words of friends are best." (Genitive inflection of Articles

I

wise agree; they appear side by side in a typical bject/

predidate pairing: "Time i9hp physician' (ailowing for dif-

stumped the students continually.)
4

As for the dative case, the notion of indirect object

was mysterious to the students becaUse of the syntactical

streamlining in inglish: "I gave John the book." It was

necessary to imagine confronting such an English sentence

from the poine'of view, of a non - native speaker, who might

well be confused about the identity of the direct and iv-
/

direct objects; such a pretense took some willingness and

imagination on the part of the students.

A fine example that shows these related confusions with

a humor that was not a rare by-product in our work involves

the Greek sentence that literally yields: "The time physician

the pain is." 'Time' and 'physician'" are nominati e and other-

ferences between Greek and English use of articles-- a further

matter of confusion for the students). Then, 'the pain' is

inflected with the genitive. Thus: "Time is the doctor
st&
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of pain" (= "Time-heals all wounds"). Sudents' blatantin-

attention to case endings yielded such renderings as "Pain

is the time to go to,the doctor" and (this one additionally

%revealing a naivety about the use Of slang) "Going to the

doctor,is a real pain." '

w. The matter of gender was mysterious for the students'/

agajm'for its general lack of appearance in, EngliSh, al-

though many of them were familiar with the notion from Ro-

mance languages (almost-exclsively Spanish, actually).. But

here at least the puzzles were standard linguistic problems

that we could explore together: why are nouns classified

according to gender at all? how did this come into-being?
A

when and why did the sexual connotation become involved?

why do assignments to gender=class seem arbitrary and often

counter-intuitive? (For example, the Greek word for 'child'

is neuter.) Obviously, these disdussions branched into the

general subject of language, its history and nature.

In the world of verbs the first problem was that of-.J

person/nuMber inflectiOn, especially where.no apparent sub-

ject is presented (Pronoun forms are often absent inGreek

sentences, the endings alone delivering the personal essence.)

Of course here one could appeal to the largely degenerate

,vestige of person inflection in'English, although a curious

confusion for some students arose from the fact that the
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single consistent leftover in this domain in English is the

added 's' oft the third person sinqular,(I, you, we, they buy;

but he buys), which iri their minds.conflicted with the noun

plural indication of the same phoneme.

Further in the study. of verbs, the students needed to

mine the possibilities of tense more concretely than`hey

would when speaking their own language naturally.Thus we

needed first of all to diAinguish betWeen the finer shades,'

of dOe-now, time-before and time-after in English. We did

not progress far enough to engage in discussions of voice
Would

and mood, ,which surely
4
have complicated things greatly. But

an interesting problem appeared in terms of English auxiliaries.

To translate into Greektsuah a sentence as "I willgo a.stu-

'dent might search his vocabulary index for the word

failing to realize, again, that the in-word inflection in

.Greek takes k4re of the typical English auxiliary. This con-

fusion was especially present in. past-tense negatives, such

as "I did not go," where a student might not think to add

standard -Greek negation to a simple past tense, }hut would

search for the Greek form of 'do' or - worse - 'did.' Infin-

itiveg,,with their English auxiliaryisparked the same trouble.

It will be seen all these situa ions that the study of

Greek languagb was unquestionably theefocus of our 'work, but

that constant rebound on our own language was in effect, and
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the tangehtial areas oflanguage generally' (as in the question .

of gender) and the culture of Greece (as in the sentence con-.

tents)were regularly intruding. And it will!fUrther be seen

that the most general purpose of the course,-the learning about

learning, was itself left largely unarticulated, being, I hoped,

implicit in the whole experience. I would, of course, very Pre-

quently describe to the class the trouble I had with a,cer-

tain new situation in our lessons, as I performed assignments

in parallel with them. I would always demonstrate just 'how

was drawing on my previous experience with other languages

and onmY limited knowledge'of linguiStics. I shared with

trhem, for exatple, a technique which a trained language

teacher certainly would not need, but- which was particularly

useful in thie.self-directed learning that should underlie the

philosophy if this mode. Often a concise and, e'pecially, ol-

der language text (such as our Chasse and Phillips) will give

a complex statement of summary of a particular part of the

grammar of a language by way of introduction to the behavior

of some words or phrases. This explanation, often at first

devoid of actual examples, would typically be full of linguisT

'tic jai-gon terms many f which may be totally unfamiliar to

me ("enclitic," "postpositive"), others of which I recognize

individually but cannot deal with readily in heavy concentra-

tion. The complex rules, for example, that govern the changes

o
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that take place in the final consonant of a Greek verb stem

when siqma'must be,inserted to form the regular future tense

are described in our book in terms of,'ila.bial mutes' and

other items that I recall from linguistics, and that are of

course thoroughly unknown to the students; even sO, the

missive concentration of professional terms' in a concise

passage such as this one is prohibitive even for me. I would

not advise the class in such a situation to search for defini-

tions of each'such jargon itemin the unrealistic hope of

ultimately synthetizing the meaning of the passage. Rather I

showed 'them my piactice of skipping the forbidding material

Laltogether and proceeding directly to thegexamples that often

followed. BY reflecting carefully on the matching behavior in

English, I could often infer whatportion of Greek grammar

was' being summarized. In some cases, even, a back-reference

to the technical linguistic terms would in the light'of the

examples and their translations clarify the meanings of 'those

items.

Thustmost of the goals of our experiment were met by

an,energetic attention to the details of the chosen subject

matter" allowing the other areas to attend to themselves. It

should b 'noted that certain critical features of Greek, such

as the entire matter of accents, were omitted_from-our stuMy

by mutual agreement, as seeming to be - for better or worse -
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_etxternal_toour needs and goals. And further departing from-

,usual practige in studying such languages, almost no memorizing

was done. All work* was open-book style, with paradigms avail-

able at every turn. We felt it more impOrtantto understand and' ,

S.
know how to uselist than to have it at our fluent command

(which of; course would be essential in any study which had as

itsgoal.the acquisition of the.language for reading, writing,

or spqaking). Naturally, certain things thTat recurred fre-

quently enough were gradally, if informally, absorbed, such

as certain features of the vocabulary, or some areas of the

paradigms for 61e declension5of "the",andtthe'pore common

noun/adjective forms, and,the simplest conjugations. Just the

fact that a language isstudied at the basic'level for at

least two years, while we met together/for only a' single'

semester, gives a clear indication of the radically different

goals of this course ana'its perhaps new use of the study of

a language. As a-Tistriking indicator of comparison even within

the context of this limitation, I offer the fact that the

Chase and Phillips book consists:of forty-two chapters, and

is intended for the first semester of study alone; in our

experibnce we ended up covering only the first nine of these

chapters!

The success of this experiment is exceedingly difficult

to assess. On the one hand, 'I experienOed it as a personal-

' 9
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success in the limited sense that I enjoyed myself, came to
4

know some students outside offtry department, and learned a

little Greek. And some students, moreover, were directly

stimulated by our work. However, it must be admitted that

not only were a few very unhappy with t is course, but the

majority of them were hardly enthusiastic during much of

the semester. As soon as their curiosity died down, many

developed-a dislike for the ambiguity of how the course.

could be seen in,terms of their career needs. or even their

educational gbals. (All students were allowed to claim this

course as part of their general liberal studies requirements.)

fewstudentsat this level and at this kind of

school possess any appreciable intellectual curiosity
J

so much of what delighted 'me 1.,p..our work'simply bored or

puzzled them. But we strongly hope that the rigors of a'

study like this, combined with certain doors the subject

may have opened, will bear fruit later on in their college

work, even if indirectly. (The entire FresnMangSeminar pro:-

't1

gram is being subjected to some longitudinal statistical

account.) 84,

Verhaps:the attitude of,the typic-al student can be
.

assessed from the following anecdote. On the final examina-

tion I presented a Greek'wari-berice which. ought to have worked_
-

out to "Pleasures do not always educate men." The usual con-
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fusions described above, coupled perhaps with a touch of

hostility,- produced in one case this result: "Education is

not always a pleasure." #

4e do, nevertheless, plan to continue. Mine was the only

section of the Master Learner mode that utilized

at its topic, and tl)e implication of the idea,
,

a language

as sketched 111

here, have pleased us enough to suggest consideration of a

reservation of the entice mode, or'the establishment of a

separate mode, for the study of languages. Regrettably,

foreign language requirements do not exigt at our college. .

LP

But an'iden our minds is to

coming freghman routinely pass

experience studyingaglanguage

see what happens if all in-
.

s
?P

through a special ohe-term,

, perhaps a deddedly far-

removed one, for just the purpeges Ithave bedn discusging.

To that end, several of us on the project staff have volun-

teered to try again next fall, with Japanese, .Chinese and

Sanskrit as our banners.

.
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